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"Basing her story on the published accounts of her true-life heroine, Mary Ellen Todd, Van Leeuwen

describes a family's tumultuous journey along the Oregon Trail in 1852." --Publishers WeeklyWith

only a guide book to show them the way, the Todd family sets out from their Arkansas home on a

two thousand mile trek to claim unchartered Oregon Territory. Crossing rough terrain and

encountering hostile people, the Todds show their true pioneering spirit. But as winter draws near,

will the Todds have the strength to complete their journey? And if they make it, will Oregon fulfill

their dreams?â€œThis is a convincing picture of a pioneer journey that does a good job of showing

the tremendous sacrifices people made to follow their dream of a better life.â€• â€“School Library

Journal
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This was an enjoyable easy read about life on the Oregon Trail, told from the perspective of a

9-year-old girl, Mary Ellen Todd. It's based on the book written by the daughter of the real Mary

Ellen Todd, based on her mother's stories over the years.The reader will come away with a better

knowledge of the preparation required to travel the Trail, as well as the difficulties of the journey.

They'll read of various battles with illness, encounters with Indians, crossing difficult rivers, wagon

train troubles, some wagons turning back, babies born on the trail, etc. The scary moments of life on

the Trail are addressed, but it's all presented in an appropriate way for children.Of course, the



author had to fill in some details not covered in the book of Mary Ellen's daughter. One thing that the

author decided to add in (which she admits is pure invention) was Mary Ellen's feelings of

antagonism toward her stepmother (her mother died when she was little). Though Mary Ellen obeys

in her actions, there are several times that she's quite disrespectful in her attitude and thoughts, if

not actions. One common struggle with her stepmother is over being ladylike. Mary Ellen once also

does have this disrespectful attitude toward her father. In many ways, her attitude is portrayed as

"normal," and I don't think children need encouraged in thinking this is normal in the sense of being

"okay." But, there are only a few mentions of this, and they're easy enough to explain or edit as a

read-aloud. It would have been nice, however, if the author hadn't felt the need to inject this into the

book.I was pleasantly surprised at how frequently this book touched on this family's faith.
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